Checklist for written communication
Use when creating new or improved letters, emails, forms, brochures or web pages.
 Easy to skim
If someone spends ten seconds (or less!) scanning your communication, will they get the key points?
Aim for a clear headline and bolded subheads above short paragraphs. Where possible, break text into
short bulleted lists or numbered steps. Break up long sentences and paragraphs into shorter ones.
 Obvious call to action
Put the action as close to the top as possible. It should be one of the first things people see.
 Clear and simple language
Avoid jargon and complex language. Use plain language and break down steps.
 Your audience comes first
Don’t start sentences with information about your organization or effort. Lead with your audience: why
they should pay attention, what they should do, how it will benefit them. Start with “you” vs. “we.”
 Warnings and benefits emphasized
If there’s a deadline, consider using bold text to highlight key dates and words. (Remember, red by itself
is not accessible.)
A bold font can also draw attention to benefits (“save money” or “raise funds for this non-profit”).
 Icons and images replace or highlight text
Icons and images can make a document easier to skim, since we process images more quickly than text.
Do: Use icons that provide easy visual cues to the reader of what they can expect from that part of the
communication:
Action required

Sign up

More info

Recycle

Compost

Trash

Don’t: Add random visuals that distract from the message.
 Fine print is at the end
Move details, legal or bureaucratic language to the bottom of the communication where it can still be
read, but only after you’ve caught the reader’s attention with a clear, simple call to action at the start.

Before & after examples (*Based on real communications)
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